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Welcome
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As I write this, it’s 6.30am and
I’ve just taken my husband, who
commutes daily into London, to
the railway station. It’s wet and
cold outside and if it weren’t for
the Spring bulbs beginning to
appear one could be forgiven for
thinking we were deep in the
throws of winter. There seems to
have been little cheer in 2001 so 
far, with the tragic train disaster
near York, continuing weather and
transport problems and now the
rapid development of the ‘Foot
and Mouth’ crisis. My heart goes
out not only to the farmers and
their families, but all others whose
lives are affected by this awful 
situation – one can only begin to
imagine their anxiety and grief. 

I lived for much of my child-
hood in Devon and looking at
some of the designs in this edition
of the magazine, reminded me of
many a happy day spent at the
beach with the warmth of the sun,
the sound of the waves, and hours
spent collecting various shells in
the rock pools. Such thoughts most
certainly help to lift ones spirits, so
take a look at Foam Four, Dad’s
Dream, and especially the 3D
Découpage. These latest découpage
designs are quite delightful and
look especially cute in the minia-
ture size. You can almost smell that

beach atmosphere! Diamonds and
Skylines are also representative of
holidays too.

I have a holiday fast approach-
ing, although as yet, I’m uncertain
as to how much of a break it will
be! We are going to a holiday village
with numerous sporting activities,
where no cars are allowed and you
go everywhere either on foot or
bicycle. Having been there several
times before when my children
were younger, it was always a
great success. However this time
my 75 year old parents are coming,
and with four teenage boys (two of
my own and their friends) I’m just
wondering how it will work out. 
I can hardly imagine the boys will
want to retire to bed at a reason-
able hour and the noise level has
the potential to be somewhat dis-
turbing! I might just take some
cards and materials, shut myself in
a room and beaver away for there
are many designs I would like to
experiment with!

No doubt we will see plenty of
the wildlife illustrated in Fingers
Crossed, Mulberry Birds and
Stately Swan whilst away. With
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Easter fast approaching, Easter
Cross and Egg Surprise are very
suitable and Pop Up Flowers or
Parchment Panel will work for
many different occasions. 

Whilst my own family are
growing up, I have many friends
who have had babies recently and
so I can continue to enjoy and use
nursery themes in Birthday Ducks,
Glass Bunnies, Teddy Stencils and
Happy Baa-thday. For those who
like stitching there are three cross
stitch designs and the final part of
the Constellations series. Rounding
up a great collection this time, our
designer profile, Eileen Walters
shows the diversity of her delicate
collection of quilled cards and 
it was fascinating to read that
she produced all the stationery for
her daughter ’s wedding – what
fortunate guests and a lovely idea
for such a special occasion - a
happy note to end on.

Take care until next time.

Jane Chiodini.



Stitched on 14 count Pale Blue Aida using 2
strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand for the
backstitch. This design fits an AP18U card. Stitch
Count: Width 24 x Depth 32.

When the design is completed position and
stitch on a white fish shaped button and add a
bow to the card mount.
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Fish & Stitch
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By Lin Collier

ANCHOR                               DMC MADEIRA

A  -  311     Pale Orange          743            2013
B   -  227     Green                     910            1214
C  -  304     Orange                   741            0203
D  -  08       Pale Pink               963            0304
E   -  41       Dark Pink              335            0413
F   -  1         White                 White          White
     -  304     Orange Backst.     741            0203
     -  08       Pale Pink Backst.  963            0304
     -  41       Dark Pink Backst. 335            0413

This card has been stitched using Anchor
thread. Using DMC or Madeira threads may give
a slightly different, although equally pleasing,
finished result. 



3D Découpage
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Cut out the turtle’s shell and
sticky fix into place.

Cut out the whole crab and
sticky fix into place.

Cut out the crab’s body inc-
luding the eyes, sticky fix into
place.

By Celia Biscoe
These charming sea pictures were designed

and painted for us by Celia Biscoe. We have
printed them in two sizes to fit our square 
aperture cards. They are perfect for making 
simple 3D découpage pictures using just three
layers each and with no fancy cutting required.

We are also adding them to our range of 
‘mini pics’. These are designs printed onto 
folding paper for you to make teabag folded
designs, smaller 3D découpage pictures etc.

Materials Required:
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Scissors or knife and cutting mat.
Sticky fixer pads or silicone adhesive.
3D découpage paper: DC141 to DC152.
Card mount: DC141 - DC146 use AP53U, 
DC147 - DC152 use AP55U.

How To Make The Cards:
The first layer of each design is a 

full print mounted into the aperture. 
To separate the layers you can use either
silicone adhesive or sticky fixers. Sticky
fixers are too large as they come and
should be cut into about eight pieces 
or smaller where necessary. 

Cut out whole turtle. Slit be-
tween fingers and toes and slit
the mouth. Curve lower jaw
down. Sticky fix into place.
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Cut out the whole fish and
sticky fix into place.

Cut out the fish body without
top and bottom fin. Cut along
the gill line and curve the flap
up. Sticky fix into place.

Cut out the whole starfish inc-
luding the tentacles. Sticky fix
into place.

Cut out the starfish without 
the tentacles. Gently curve each
arm along the centre around a
pencil. Sticky fix into place.

Cut out the whole shell. Sticky
fix into place.

Cut out part of the shell as
shown. Sticky fix into place.
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Cut out the whole seahorse and
sticky fix into place.

Cut out part of the seahorse as
shown. Sticky fix into place and
glue at the tail.

Mini Pics

Above: I have used the
smallest size seahorse from
the mini pics sheet. The
seaweed along the side is
from a découpage sheet. 
Left: Three fish pictures 
cut from the smallest size
again and mounted onto
blue corrugated paper. The
finishing touch is a peel off
sticker coloured in blue.

Above: A layered design
using the larger size mini
pic for the centre and with
a découpage sheet seaweed
border behind. Sticky fix-
ers separate the layers on
this card to make it 3D.

Right: Another corrugated
panel, this time with 3 
different smallest size mini
pics. The seaweed border
along the side is two sides
of a découpage border
joined in the centre.

Ideas For Cards:
Here are a few ideas for using our new set of

Mini Pics sheets MP005 - MP010. All you need
are a selection of card mounts, corrugated papers,
mulberry papers, spare bits of thin card, sticky
fixers, P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and some basic tools.

If you make pictures from the 3D découpage
sheets you will end up with lots of spare seaweed
borders. Save these to
use in your mini pic
cards, if you are care-
ful in cutting out the
design you can even
use the whole border
(see main picture).



DMC                              ANCHOR  MADEIRA

A  -  666      Bright Red         9046             0211
B   -  310      Black                    403            Black
C  -  White  White                     01           White
D  -  336      Navy Blue           149             1006
E   -  318      Light Grey          399             1802
F   -  801      Deep Brown       359             2007
     -  310      Black outlining   403            Black

This card has been stitched using DMC
thread. Using Anchor or Madeira threads 
may give a slightly different, although equally
pleasing, finished result.
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Football Dad
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By Joanne
Sanderson

Stitched on 14 count
Green Aida using 2
strands for the cross
stitch and 1 strand for
the backstitch. 

I have frayed the
edges of the fabric before
mounting the design.
The card mount is SF01U
with two deckled panel
cards (PCD1U & PCD2U)
glued to the centre of the
front panel. Stitch Count: 
Width 68 x Depth 22.



Constellations
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By Helga
Dharmpaul

Here are the final
four designs in this
pretty set of star 
constellations.

Work the design
straight onto bright-
ly coloured cards or
for a really stunning
effect work onto a
white decorative
panel card then glue
the whole thing onto
a single fold card.
The card could be 
in a bright colour or
why not try gold or
silver to pick out the
metallic colours of
the stars.
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onto SF01U/M’s. Aries and Cancer are worked
onto PCD3Us and glued onto SF03U/M’s.

Place the tracing paper over the chosen ‘star
chart’. Using a sharp pencil, mark the position 
of all the green dots in the star sign and it’s
name. The stars, beads and lines are shown for
guidance when stitching. 

Work onto the centre panel of a double fold
card or onto a deckle panel card. Position the
panel to be worked over a pricking mat (a 
folded tea towel will do if you don’t have one).
Place the tracing over the card and use a little
masking tape to hold it in place.

Using the pricking tool or a needle pressed
into a cork, prick right through the tracing and
the card beneath. Check that all the holes have
been marked before removing the tracing.

Starting at one end
bring the threaded
needle up from the
back through the first
hole, use a small piece
of sticky tape on the
thread end to hold it
in place. Using the
diagram for guidance
join the dots with 

Materials Required:
Tracing paper.
Needle.
Silver metallic thread.
Clear seed beads.
Large and small sequin stars (with hole 
through centres).
Sticky tape.
Masking tape.
Pricking tool or a needle pressed into a cork.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Decorative panel card (optional).
Card mount: see instructions.

To Make The Card:
If you don’t want to use a panel card in your

design you need a double fold card to hide the
back of the stitching. Gemini and Taurus are
worked onto DF01U’s. Aries and Cancer are
smaller and are worked onto DF03U’s.

If you are using a panel card, Gemini and
Taurus are worked onto PCD1U’s and then glued
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long straight stitches
to make the lines. For
some designs you will
have to double back
(on the reverse) to
complete all the lines.

When all the lines
have been worked
bring the needle back
up through the hole
you last came up
through (not the last
hole you used but the
one before). Thread a
star of the correct size
followed by a seed
bead onto the needle.
Take the needle back
through the hole in
the star and then
through the same hole
in the card and pull the thread through. 

Continue working back along the stitches,
bringing the needle up through each hole and
threading on the correctly sized star and bead.
All except Aries have some very distant stars, 
for these use a seed bead without a sequin star 
as shown.

Once all the stars have been worked cut the
thread and fasten the end with tape.

Using backstitch work the title in silver 
thread following the lines shown on the diagram
and fastening the ends with tape. 

If you have used a double fold card glue the
lower flap and fold to cover the back of the work. 

If you have worked onto a panel card apply
glue to the reverse of the design and stick it
centrally onto the front panel of a single fold 
card blank.

Key

To Charts

Marker Dot

Seed Bead

Small Gold
Star

Large Silver
Star



Birthday Ducks
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By Irene Ace
Stitched on 14 count White

Aida using 2 strands for the
cross stitch and 1 strand for 
the backstitch and french knots.
This design fits into a DE08U
aperture card.

Stitch Count: Width 59 x
Depth 32.

This card has been stitched
using DMC thread. Using
Anchor or Madeira threads 
may give a slightly different,
although equally pleasing, 
finished result. 

DMC                               ANCHOR MADEIRA

X - 335     Fuchsia Pink              57             0611
X - White White                            1          White
X - 3072   Very Pale Grey        397            1805
X - 741     Orange                     303             0114
   - 972     Dp Yellow Outline 298            0107
   - 911     Green Backstitch     244            1206
   - 792     Dk Blue Backstitch 178            0914
   - 310     Black Outline          403           Black



Egg Surprise
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By Denise Turner

Materials Required:
Plastic egg shell.
Yellow and Brown chenille pipe cleaners.
A pair of 6mm diameter joggle eyes.
Spring flower background paper 18cm x 18cm.
Thin card 7cm x 10cm.
2 or 3 Yellow and Brown feathers.
Needle and strong thread.
Craft knife and ruler.
UHU All purpose adhesive.
Card mount: AP01G, White/Gold.

To Make The Card:
Cut the background paper to fit behind the

aperture. Lay the card face down and checking
that the edges do not show through the aperture
when the card is closed, glue the paper onto the
left hand flap.

Measure 10cm down from the top of the card
along the leftmost fold and make a pencil mark
at this point. Using a sharp knife cut a 15mm slit
from the pencil mark downward. Apply glue
around the back of the aperture leaving a good
gap for the pull lever to come through later. Fold
the background covered flap over and press 
firmly closed.

You only need one half of the plastic egg to
make the card. Begin by cutting the egg in half
from top to bottom then cut a zig zag across the
centre of one half. 

Lay the top half of the cut egg onto the thin
card and draw around the curved edge. Remove
the egg and cut the
half egg shape out of
the card leaving an
extra 3 to 4mm border
around the curved
edge.

Cover this with
some background
paper, place a piece of
paper face down on
the work surface, lay
the card shape onto
this and draw lightly
around in pencil. Cut 
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out the background paper leaving about 5mm
extra all around. Snip around the curved edges to
within 2mm of the line and trim away the excess
paper from the corners. Lay the card back onto
the paper, put a line of glue around the card edge
and wrap the snipped edges of the paper onto it.

Cut a strip of thin card
22mm x 90mm, score along
the centre and fold in half
lengthwise. Apply glue to
the inside of the strip leav-
ing approx. 2cm at one end
free from glue, fold and
press firmly.

Cut a piece of background
paper 30mm x90mm. Glue
the back of the paper and
cover the strip of card.

Make a hole with the 
needle in each piece of shell
as shown. Thread the needle
and make a loose crossed
over stitch as follows. 

Run a line of glue around the back edge of 
the top piece of the egg and glue it onto the egg
shaped card with the curved top lined up just
below the stitch. 

Now to add the egg 
to the card, run a line
of glue around the back
edge of the lower piece of
shell. Holding the shell
so it does not touch the
card slip the end of the
pull-strip behind the
aperture and through the
slot cut earlier. Position
the lower piece of egg about 2cm from the lower
edge of the aperture and making sure it is central
press into position.

Using the diagram on the
right cut out a tab from the
thin card.

Gently squeeze the sides
of the strip sticking out of
the card mount and using
a cocktail stick apply glue
to the inside. Push the tab
into the strip and press
until it is well stuck.

Cut a small strip of
brown pipe cleaner and
glue it onto the front of
the tab to cover it. Glue the feathers
around the base of the egg using the
photo as a guide.

Cut a diamond shaped beak from
orange paper and fold in
half across the middle.

Bring the needle through
the the hole from inside the
top piece of egg, don’t pull
the thread all the way
through.

Bring the needle through
the hole in the lower
piece of egg coming
through from the back
as before. Tie the ends
of the thread to secure
leaving the stitch loose
enough to swivel easily.

Overlap the egg
shaped card and the
glued end of the strip
as shown. Push the
needle through both
layers to make 2 holes
going all the way
through. Work another
loose crossed over
stitch to make a swivel
joint. 

Make the chick by curving and folding the
yellow pipe cleaner to shape using the diagram
above to guide you. Glue the beak and eyes onto
the chick and slip him into the egg. Close the
shell and your easter surprise card is ready!
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Easter Cross
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By Freda Gossage
Stitched on 18 count White Aida using 2 strands

throughout. This design fits an AP48U card, I have hand
cut an insert in green to fit inside the aperture as well.
Stitch Count: Width 47 x Depth 68.

Work the cross and wording using the chart and
colour key above.



DMC                            ANCHOR   MADEIRA

A  -  745       Pale Lemon       300               0111
B   -  743       Light Orange    305              0108
C  -  White  White                   01           White
     -  743       Light Orange    305              0108
     -  333       Purple                111              0804
     -  White  White                   01           White
     -  3078     V. Pale Yellow  386              0102

DMC                            ANCHOR   MADEIRA

     -  307       Yellow               290              0105
     -  741       Orange              304              0201
     -  3746     Pale Purple       110              0803
     -  703       Spring Green    255              1410
     -  905       Med. Green       256              1412
     -  500       Dark Green       879              1314

15

Lazy Daisy

French Knot Back Stitch Straight Stitch

Work the embroidered
flowers using the chart and
colour key on the left and
using 2 strands throughout. 

In this diagram both the
cross and Happy Easter
wording are faded to grey 
to make it easier to see the
embroidery stitches.

This card has been
stitched using DMC thread.
Using Anchor or Madeira
threads may give a slightly
different, although equally
pleasing, finished result.



Eileen Walters
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Designer Profile
My first introduction to quilling was through a

friendship struck when I attended an evening school
class for calligraphy. The
purchase of a quilling tool
and some supplies soon
had me hooked. I joined
the quilling guild which
gave me the opportunity
to attend workshops, learn
new techniques and to
meet and swap ideas with
other quillers.

I began by making
cards for friends and 
relatives and even then,
although I realise now
they were pretty basic,
they were very well
received and I investigated

the feasibility of producing
cards for sale.

I decided to go ahead
and began selling at local
craft fairs.

Over a period of time, 
I developed an expanding
range of cards and framed
pictures for special events
such as Anniversaries,
Birthdays, Weddings and
Birth Congratulations,
offering personalisation
using my calligraphy
where appropriate.
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My computer is
very useful in helping
to increase the range
and variety of inserts
I can offer. Computer
generated inserts are
easy to make and you
can change the style
of writing at will.

I often use com-
puter printed verses
in the aperture of the
card as an alternative
to hand written ones
and having experi-
mented with marbling on paper I occasionally
use this as a background to the verses.

Rubber stamping is another technique I use 
to add variety, and recently began to cut out and
apply the image to the card using sticky fixers to
give a 3D effect. I also leave some cards blank for
personal messages.

Last year was a 
challenging year
because I undertook 
the task of producing
the stationery for my
daughter ’s wedding.
The Invitations and
Order of Service were

made using parchment paper and rubber
stamps. For the table place names I used
a quilling design and calligraphy word-
ing, the reception
was for over 70
guests so it was
quite a task but 
I really enjoyed 
making them.

Quilling is an
absorbing and
relaxing craft and I
think it lends itself
to floral designs
best of all. It is an
ancient art form that continues to bring
great pleasure through it’s beauty both 
to the creator and the recipient.



Foam Four
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If you want to use peel off wording on the
card rather than on the foam as I have in my
design, it’s best to do it first or the foam gets in
the way making it more difficult to line up.

Choose the design you want to make and
trace the shapes
onto tracing
paper. Details
drawn on the
diagrams can 
be traced as 
well or draw
them freehand
using the dia-
gram as a guide.

Place the
tracing over 
the appropriate

colour foam sheet and slip the carbon paper (ink side
down) between them. Draw over the lines pressing 
firmly so that the ink from the carbon paper marks the
foam. Repeat this process with each colour and shape
needed to complete the design.

By Gillian Allen

Materials Required:
Sheets of brightly coloured foam.
Craft knife, cutting mat and scissors.
White paper and a Black pen.
Tracing paper, pencil and carbon paper.
Rubber stamp wording and Black ink pad.
Peel off sticker wording.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Selection of card mounts.

To Make The Card:
Before starting on the foam work decide on

the wording you are going to use. I have used a
rubber stamp for three of the designs and a peel
off sticker for the fourth.

If you have already tried rubber stamping
you may have a suitable stamp and an ink pad to
hand. If not there are a great variety of messages
available and it is very simple to do.

Choose where the message will go on the
card. Ink the stamp carefully all over and stamp
onto the card pressing firmly but without rocking
or tipping the stamp. Lift the stamp up off the
work to avoid smearing the design and wait for
the ink to dry before using the card.
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Cut the shapes out and ass-
emble them on the card mount.
When you are happy with their
positions remove the pieces one
at a time, glue the back of the
piece and replace it on the card
before taking the next piece.

You can use other materials
within the design. I have used
some paper flags in the motor-
cycle design. These are easily
made using white paper and

a black pen.
The propeller and blue disc

on the sail are cut from holo-
graphic card and added to the
design. The propeller could be
glued on or attached with a
piece of florists wire pushed
through the card and the foam,
if you are giving the card to 
a small child then gluing is 
recommended for safety rather
than wire.

Actual Size



Teddy Stencils
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By Marijke Shrivastava
Stencils can be quite expensive so I try to 

buy those with elements which can be used in
different ways to make a variety of designs. You
may have stencils which would work just as well
as those I have chosen for the background. 

Materials Required:
Dreamweaver stencils: 
STE031, STE124, STE028, STE029.
A selection of coloured pastels.
Black felt tipped fine pen.
Double ended stencil embossing tool.
Sheet of plain paper and some cottonbuds.
Scotch tape and colour fixative.
A lightbox and 1 sticky fixer.
Thin White card 8cm x 8cm.
Needle and Brown thread.
Card mount: PS014.

To Make The Card:
Place the card face up on the work surface

and begin with the Oak leaves and acorns
(STE124). The four Oak sections are worked 
one at a time moving, flipping and rotating the
stencil in between. Place the stencil onto the card
so the larger group of leaves are towards the left
hand side and hanging downwards. Tape the
stencil onto the card using scotch tape which 
will not leave a mark if removed carefully.

Place the card stencil side down onto the
lightbox, the light will shine through the card
showing the design. If you don’t have a lightbox
you can tape the work to a bright window to
emboss. Using the embossing tool and exercising
gentle pressure, follow all the outer lines on the
part of the design you are working on leaving
the central areas unembossed.

Move and rotate the stencil so that the smaller
leaf group is next to the embossed leaves on the
card. Emboss this area in the same way as the
last. Flip the stencil over and emboss the two leaf
groups onto the right hand side of the card as
well, moving and rotating the stencil as necessary.

The flowers at the bottom of the card are
embossed in three sections in the same way
using details from STE028. 

The branch swing is taken from STE124. Place
the stencil on the card mount. Keep the branch 
at an angle, the teddy’s leg will cover the gap in
the branch (where the owl sits on the stencil).
Turn the card and stencil over onto the lightbox
and emboss as before.
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The teddy and bird are embossed onto a 
piece of card. Place the teddy stencil (STE031)
onto the thin card and tape into place, turn the
card and stencil over and emboss over a lightbox
as before. The face details are not embossed and
will be added later. Remove the teddy stencil,
place a bird from STE029 over an unused corner
of the thin card and emboss the bird onto it.

To colour the embossed areas I like to use 
pastels following this method. Replace the stencil
over the design (this will prevent the powder
going onto the background). Rub some of the
desired colour onto a piece of paper and dip a
cottonbud into the resulting powder. 

Rub the bud gently over the area to be col-
oured making circular movements. Blow away
the excess powder and do the next area using a
new bud for each colour used. Pastels smudge
quite easily so you will need to work with great
care to avoid smudging.

Colour the whole design including the bird
and teddy. Place the stencil (STE031) back over
the stencilled teddy and draw the features onto
the face in black felt tipped pen. Spray all the
coloured areas lightly with a colour fixative.

There are many different ways to colour the
stencilled design. You could use watercolours,
wax crayons or oil sticks. Normally felt tips are
too brightly coloured but watercolour felt tips 
are a good alternative. 

Cut out the teddy and bird leaving a 1mm
border all round. Cut the sticky fixer into six
small pieces. Use five of them on the back of the
teddy, one on each foot, two on the body and one
on the head, not too near the edges or they will
show. Use the last piece on the back of the bird.
Leave the backing pieces on until later.

Thread the needle with a 30cm length of
brown cotton pulled through so it is double and
tie a knot in the end. Bring the needle through
from the back of the teddy just under the left
paw as shown and pull through so the knot is
against the back of the card. Push the needle
through the front of the card mount at the top
centre and pull some thread through. The thread
is too long at this stage, this is to prevent it
pulling back through the card while you work
the other side, so cut it close to the needle.

Thread the needle with another 30cm length
of brown cotton, pull through to double the
thread and knot as before. Bring the needle
through from the back of the teddy just under
the right paw, pull through and take the needle
through the right hand top of the card in the
same way as you did for the left side.

Remove the backing from the sticky fixer
pieces on the back of the teddy and press him
into place on the branch making sure his leg 
covers the gap. Open the card, pull one pair of
threads through from inside. Holding the threads
taught tape them to the back of the card and cut
off the excess thread, do the same with the other
pair of threads.

Peel the backing from the sticky fixer on the
bird and press it into place and add a ribbon 
bow to the teddy if desired. 

Cover the threads and tape showing inside
the card with an insert sheet or glue a piece of
plain paper to the inside front panel of the card. 



Pop-Up Flowers
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By Ginny Adams
Open the card and out

pops a bunch of brightly
coloured flowers. Easy for
children to make, or for
younger children assembling
the pieces would be fun.

Materials Required:
Pieces of brightly coloured
paper for dots.
Gold Label sticker: 
XL280U-01, Happy Easter.
Hole Punch.
Brightly coloured thin card.
Tracing paper and a pencil.
Straight and deckled edge
scissors.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: 
DEC1U Bright Yellow.

To Make The Card:
Open out the card mount and place it face

down on the work surface. Cut 2 pieces of green
card to 7.5cm square and glue them onto the two
outer corners at the bottom of the card approxi-
mately 2mm from the side and bottom edges.

For the border I have cut out small rectangles
1cm x 1.5cm in three colours alternating them
along the side and top edges of the card. These
don’t need to be spaced very evenly but do lay
them out and adjust as necessary before gluing
into place.

If children are making the cards, depending
on their ages, it may be better to make templates
for the stems, leaves and flower heads before-

Actual Size
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hand, then they just need to draw round them
onto the paper of their choice and cut them out.

The flower stems are made from strips of thin
green card and are between 4mm and 8mm wide.
Make them as long as needed adding leaves to
the sides as required, these are easy enough to
cut freehand for older children. 

Make four stems approx. 10cm – 12cm long
adding leaves towards the tops. Glue them 
onto the card, two each side of the centre fold,
keeping them between and approx. 1cm in from
the green squares. The outer two stems should 
be placed at an angle so they spread outwards 
at the top.

Choose
four flower
heads from
the diagram,
make them in
any colours
you like and
glue them to
the stems on
the card. Add
triangles,
squares or hole punched circles in contrasting
colours to the flowers heads
to finish off. Decorate the
front of the card in the style
of your choice. I have used
small squares of card placed
diagonally, added a couple
of flowers and some Gold
Label Easter stickers.

To make the pop-up sec-
tion, first cut a piece of card
to 17cm x 8cm. Cut along

one long edge with deckled scissors to make a
pretty top. Fold the card in half and fold approx.
8mm at each end outwards as shown.

Open up
the card and
glue coloured
dots randomly
onto the front
as shown.

Turn the
card face down
and glue the
five flowers
onto it, taking
care not to put
any across the
fold. Run 
a line of glue
down each
folded end on
the back of the
card and glue
it onto the card
mount between
the green squ-
ares leaving a
small gap of
approx-imately
2mm each side. 

Actual Size



Mulberry Birds
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By Maureen Summers

Materials Required:
Small piece of Black mulberry paper.
Sheet of White paper.
Acrylic paints: Red, Yellow, Black and White.
Cream card 50m x 63mm.
Shiny Gold corrugated paper 56mm x 70mm.
Fine paintbrush.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF03U Hammer Cream.

To Make The Card:
The bird’s body

shape is most easily
made from a corner of
a sheet of mulberry
paper twisted round
so that the point of
the corner is just
where the left leg
joins the body.

Place the mulberry
paper onto a sheet of
paper. Dip the paint-
brush into water and
dampen the outer
edges of the corner of mulberry paper you are
going to use. Gently pull the damp edges away
from the paper to give it a rough edge.

Dampen a line
across the mulberry
as shown making
the shape of the
bird’s back. Gently
pull the mulberry
from each side of
the damp line and
it will separate
leaving a feathery
edge and a few
long thick strands.
These long strands
usually add to the
scruffy look but if they are too near the head or
don’t look right they can be carefully pulled out
or cut off.

Glue the body shape onto the cream card
leaving room for the beak and tail at either end.
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The tail feathers
are made from a
few of the long
strands glued onto
the body. Find a
place on the mul-
berry sheet that
contains a few
strands, dampen
around them with
the paintbrush and water and pull them gently
out. Glue them onto the body to make the tail
section allowing them to trail over the edge of
the cream card.

The wing is
made from a small
triangle of mulber-
ry with long
strands at the tip.
Find a suitable
place on the mul-
berry and dampen
a triangle, pull the
paper apart as
before keeping the long strands at the tip. Glue
the wing onto the bird with the long strands 
near the tail.

Using acrylic paints and a fine paintbrush
paint the combs in red, and the beak and feet in
yellow and black. Paint the eye using a small dot
of white paint with a tiny dot of black on top.

Glue the gold corrugated paper onto the front
panel of the card mount placing it about 6cm
from the lower edge and centrally side to side.
Glue the cream card containing the bird centrally
onto this.

You can make many different types of bird
using this method. The design above shows a
Blackbird on a branch. The branch is made from
a piece of orange string with leaves cut from
hand made paper. The green in the background
is the same paper as used for the leaves.



Happy Baa-thday
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By Judey Lindsay

Materials Required:
1 Pair 6mm Joggle Eyes.
White paper 15cm x 15cm.
Black felt tipped pens: wide point and fine point.
Tracing paper, pencil and scissors.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC3U Lime Green.

To Make The Card:
Trace the shapes from the diagram onto trac-

ing paper. Move the paper to trace the face so it
has it’s own space outside the body area. Place
the tracing face down onto the white paper and
retrace over the lines thus transferring them to
the paper.

Using the wide point black pen colour in the
face and ears and the legs.

Cut out all the shapes and glue the sheep’s
body onto the front of the card just below the

centre. Add the face and legs gluing them as you
go and finally the head.

The wording
is added by hand
using the fine
point pen. Start
and end every
line with a dot,
and dot every
join. Glue the jog-
gle eyes onto the
sheep to finish.
Right: I have
added liquid
appliqué to make
the sheep look
woolly. The daf-
fodil and peel off
turn the design
into a lovely
Easter card.

Actual Size



Glass Bunnies
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By Mel Burns
This charming bunny design looks good as a

birth congratulations card or an Easter card. I like
to try and match either the feet and ears or the
body colour as closely as I can to the colour of
the card mount. Silver outliner looks especially
effective when silver peel off wording is used.

Materials Required:
Acetate sheet 8cm x 11cm: PET01.
Glass paint outliner: Black and Silver.
Glass paints in chosen colours.
Ribbon bow: colour to match paint.
Double sided tape and masking tape.
White or pale coloured paper 8cm x 11cm.
Card mount: AP07U or AP78U.

To Make The Card:
Place the acetate over the diagram using a 

little masking tape to hold it in place. Using the
silver outliner trace over the lines making certain
not to leave any gaps or the paint will leak out.
Using the black outliner draw the face details.
Once the outliner is dry paint the bunny in the
colours you have chosen and leave it to dry.

Mount into the card using double sided tape
and backing the design with white or pale coloured
paper before sealing the card closed. Add a little 
bow using double sided tape on the back to fasten 
it to the bunny.

Actual Size



Skylines
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By Pat Hawdon
One of these skylines is Edinburgh Castle

and the surrounding area, the other is just
made up. The best way to get new skyline
designs is to visit interesting places and take
photographs of them. You can then simply
trace the skyline from the photo to make 
your cards.

Materials Required:
A selection of mulberry paper: Peach, Pink,
Lilac and Purple.
Orange tissue paper 11cm x 2cm.
Black and Very Dark Grey paper: 12cm x 8cm.
Thin card 12cm x 16cm.
Tracing paper, pencil and a White pencil.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP52U White.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over

the diagram of your choice and
trace both outlines, one of the
foreground and one of the back-
ground silhouette.

I prefer to make templates of
the skylines so I can keep them
and make more cards very easily.
To do this place the paper face
down onto the thin card and
retrace over the lines to transfer
them. Cut out the shapes to make
the templates and label them
‘Grey’ and ‘Black’ as the diagrams
are labelled.

Place the templates over the
appropriately coloured paper and
using a sharp white pencil trace
the outlines. Cut out the resulting
paper silhouettes.

Tear a strip of orange tissue
paper and one strip of mulberry
in each colour making them
approximately 11cm long and
1.5cm to 2.5cm wide.

Actual Size
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Add the pink strip overlapping the
lilac. The centre of the lilac strip is not
overlapped by either colour allowing
the white of the card behind to show
through it.

Glue the strip of purple mulberry 
at the top then follow with the lilac
overlapping the purple strip.

Add the peach mulberry overlap-
ping the pink then overlay with the
orange tissue leaving just under 1cm 
of peach showing.

Glue the black skyline onto the
background and the grey skyline onto
this. The side and bottom edges of 
the grey and black paper should be
aligned with each other. Glue the card
closed to finish.

Fold the card mount and using a
pencil lightly mark where the aperture
comes on the flap behind. Unfold the
card and work onto the marked flap
making sure the edges of the paper go
beyond the marked circle. 

Tearing the mulberry and
tissue paper gives a lovely
ragged edge and helps the
layers of colour blend into
each other.

As the colour from the
layers beneath show through
the top layer, different effects
can be achieved by varying
the way you overlap the
strips.

Actual Size



DMC                              ANCHOR  MADEIRA

X   -  349      Red                         46             0209
X   -  436      Pale Brown       1045             2011
X   -  828      Pale Aqua         9159             1014
X   -  3756    V. Pale Aqua       158             1101
X   -  827      Pale Blue             160             0909
X   -  White  White                       1           White
     -  317      Pewter Grey       400             1714
     -  824      Navy Blue           941             0913
     -  310      Black Outline      403            Black
     -  310      Black Long St.    403            Black

Dad’s Dream
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By Joanne Sanderson
Stitched on 14 count Snowblue Aida using 

2 strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand for 
the backstitch and longstitch. This design fits 
an AP49G card.

Stitch Count: Width 35 x Depth 54.



Fingers Crossed
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By Mel Burns

Materials Required:
Cream parchment paper 9.5cm x 9.5cm.
1 Pair 3mm joggle eyes.
Black felt tipped fine pen.
White pen.
Kitchen foil.
Navy Blue Fimo.
UHU All purpose adhesive.
Superglue.
Card mount: DE09U, Dark Blue.

To Make The Card:
Glue the piece of cream parchment paper

behind the aperture and glue the card closed.
Knead the fimo until soft and pliable. Roll

four 5mm balls of fimo then roll these out 
to make four sausages each approximately 
45mm long.

Place the four sausages
onto a piece of kitchen foil or
non stick baking parchment
crossing over each in the 
centre as shown. Gently press
the centre point with a finger
to join the arms.

Curl the tip of
each arm, the easi-
est way to do this is
as follows. Hold a
pencil upright and
with the tip pressed
onto the foil next 
to the arm to be
curved. Carefully
lift the end of the arm and curve it round the
tapered part of the pencil. Seven of the arms
should be curved to look rather like the handle of
a walking stick and the eighth should be curved
to make a loop.

Roll a 1cm ball from the remaining softened
fimo. Slightly elongate the ball making it egg
shaped for the head and press gently onto the

arms. Cross two of the arms
over close to the body.

Pre-heat and bake the
octopus in the oven, usually
for around 30mins at 130˚C.
Check the instructions given
on the packet as they may
be different.

Once the octopus is cool glue the eyes into
place. I use superglue for this as it is very 
effective at keeping the eyes on the fimo. It is
important to keep the superglue well out of 
reach of children and follow the instructions
carefully to prevent accidents.

Glue the octopus onto the cream background
using UHU black top glue. Draw the fishes, shell
and waves onto the background using the black
pen and add the “Fingers Crossed!” onto the
card in white using the photograph to guide you.



Parchment Panels
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By Susan Barlow

Materials Required:
Parchment tracing paper: TR003.
Masking tape.
Mapping pen and White and Black ink.
Parchment scissors.
4 Needle perforating tool, embossing tools and
fine stylus, perforating pad and embossing pad.
Parchment colouring pencils.
Fine Black drawing pen and Gold gel pen.
Paper punches: leaf, flower, butterfly 
and a medium sized circle.
Best Wishes peel off sticker.
Clear nail varnish.
Silicone glue.
Card mount: SF03U Deep Red.

To Make The Card:
Tape the parchment paper firmly to the dia-

gram so it cannot move and using the mapping
pen and white ink trace over all the lines on the
border pattern.

Continuing in white ink make filled dots
where there are circles on the diagram and make
tiny dots to mark each set of four holes.

Remove the tracing from the diagram and
place it ink side down on the embossing pad.
Emboss the two rows of white filled dots using
the small embossing tool then emboss all the
lines using the fine stylus.

Turn the parchment right side up and place
on the perforating pad. Using the four needle
tool perforate all the dots marked from the 
diagram. Leaving the design on the mat cut
between the holes using the following method.Actual Size
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Glue the panel onto the card at an angle using
silicone glue, you will have to be careful as the
glue will show through plain areas of parchment.
Put tiny dots of glue on the back of the embossed
dots as it won’t show here. To fix it more firmly
put larger amounts of glue where the flowers are
going to be placed as they will hide it.

There are lots of different paper punches
available, it doesn’t matter whether you have 
the exact same flowers, leaves etc. as most are 
a similar size and will work just as well.

Punch out 4 leaves and colour
them green. Place the leaves face up
on the embossing mat and use the
fine tool to add the veins as shown.

Punch out 8 flowers as each fin-
ished flower is made from 2 punchings placed
one on the other. Colour 4 orange and 4 yellow
then place face down on the embossing mat and
gently emboss the petals to give them shape.
Punch four dots for the flower centres and colour
them with black ink. Once the
black is dry, dot with gold ink.

Punch out two butterflies.
Colour the bodies black and the
wings blue. Add the wing mark-
ings using black ink over the
blue and outline the wings with
black. Gently emboss the wings.

All the punched items are
covered with clear nail varnish to give a lovely
gloss finish. Once the varnish is dry make up 
the flowers by gluing the two layers of petals
together and then glue the circle in the centre.

Glue all the pieces onto the card using the
photo as a guide and add a peel off greeting to
the centre of the panel.

Snip the inner rows first.
Place the points of the scis-
sors into the top two holes
of a group of four and snip
(blue lines). Repeat with the
top two holes of each set of
four in these inner rows.

Turn the whole design and
the mat by one quarter turn
and snip the top two holes
of each set again (shown as
yellow lines, previous cuts
still shown in blue).

Turn another 1⁄4 turn and
repeat and then another 1⁄4
turn and snip again. This
time a tiny piece of parch-
ment will come away. The
finished result is shown in
this enlarged diagram.

Once the inner rows have
been cut as described
above, work the centre 
four holes in each flower
motif. The outer rows of
dots within each motif are
left uncut.

Next cut the bars between
the flower motifs in steps 1
to 4 turning the design by 1⁄4
turn between steps as before.
The centres may come out
at step 3 but if you work 
the cuts in step 4 anyway
the resulting crosses will be
neater. The finished cutting
is shown in the fifth box.

Snip the holes shown on the
diagram following the path
of the blue line. This will
separate the excess paper
round the edge from the
border. 

Next snip just the crosses
between the curved lines
using the same method as
for the inner rows.
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By Barbara Skaife

Materials Required:
Thin White textured card 8cm x 10cm.
Tracing paper and pencil.
Encaustic wax card: ECC04.
Wax blocks: Blue, Green, Light Green, Brown,
Light Brown and Grey.
Encaustic Iron and stylus with brush tip.
Paper tissues.
Some clean scrap paper.
Old newspapers.
Orange and Black felt tipped pens.
Embossing pad and large embossing tool.
Silicone glue.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP49U, Orange.

To Make The Card:
Cover the work surface with some old news-

papers to protect it from the heat and wax. Place
a sheet of clean paper onto this and then the
encaustic card glossy side up.

Plug in the iron and pen and set the heat to a
low setting. Lay out the wax colours ready for
use. Always clean the iron and pen between
colours by wiping with paper tissues and change
the clean paper once it becomes dirty.

Apply blue
wax to the base of
the iron as shown
in the diagram.

To work the
sky, place the iron
towards the lower
edge in the centre
and draw it down
each side to give a
point between the
hills. Rework with
a clean iron if it is
too patchy.

Turn the card
so the sky is at
the top and apply
green wax to the
iron as shown for
working the hills
on each side of
the card.

Starting with
the hill furthest
away, work each
hill from the cen-
tre moving the
iron up and out
beyond the side
edge of the card.

If you find the
lower edge of the
hills are too jag-
ged and the colour has gone into the river area
you will need to clean it off. Warm the excess
wax with a clean iron and whilst it is still very 
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warm rub off with a 
tissue or scrape with 
a knife blade.

To work the river
load the iron with grey
wax. Lightly draw it
across the sheet taking
care that the tip of the
iron does not go into 
the hills. Small gaps 
or smears in the join
will be covered by the
bushes. While the grey
wax is still warm lightly
wipe horizontally with
two or three folded 
tissues give a more
water like effect.

Add the bush details
using a hot brush. Use 
a mixture of green and
brown for the far bank
and a mix of paler green
and grey/brown for the
foreground.

Leave to cool for a
few minutes then wipe
over the whole surface
with a soft tissue to 
give it a shine. Mount
the background into 
the card and glue the
flap closed.

Make the swan from
thin white card, if you
can get textured card 
it adds just a little bit 
of detail to the swan. 

Place a sheet of 
tracing paper over the
diagram on the right
and trace the swan and
wing. Turn the paper
face down and retrace
over the lines to transfer
them. Cut the swan
pieces out and snip
along the dotted line.

Colour the beak in
orange, colour round
the eye and part of the
face in black as shown.
Turn the pieces face

down and place on an embossing pad.
Use the large tool to emboss the pieces
giving them a lovely curved shape.

If you don’t feel ready to try
encaustic art why not try using 
different papers instead of wax, 
it can look very effective.

Tuck the lower wing piece into the
gap under the upper wing and in front
of the body. Turn the swan over and
hold the wing in place with a dab of 
silicone adhesive where it touches the
swan. Mount the completed swan onto
the card using silicone adhesive.

Actual Size
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By Pam Goodwin
Indian shops sell all sorts of interesting bits

and pieces including silk and small decorative
objects. I have found a wonderful shop in
Coventry, it is like an Aladdin’s Cave.

I have used large cards for my designs but
you could just as easily use smaller ones and
scale everything down to match.

Materials Required:
Small pieces of pure silk in vibrant colours.
Calico, Vilene or something similar.
Machine embroidery threads in bright and
metallic colours.
Sewing machine and a set square.
Lead pencil, White pencil or 
autofade marker.
Beads, tassels and imitation shisha 
(stitched mirrors).
Card mounts: DEC1U in a selection of colours.

To Make The Cards:
Cut out two 9cm squares of silk in the colour of

your choice and one piece of calico the same size.
Mark an accurate 6-7cm square centrally onto the

front of one of the silk squares, use a set square or 
a ready made template to make sure it is perfectly
square. This will be the outer edge of the diamond
once it is finished.

Have a look at the type of stitches your sewing
machine will do and work out a design to fit within
the 6-7cm square. Remember most machines can
have the width and length of stitching adjusted
which will add to the variety of the finished 

Above: The design on this diamond is three rows of zig-zag
stitching with a beaded shisha at the centre. I have made
the tassel from coloured threads.

Left: The outer border is three rows of straight stitching
close together. The main design is gold scallop stitch round
a zig-zag square with a metal charm in the centre.
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designs. I have mainly used a close zig-zag or 
a blanket stitch, see the text by each picture for
more details.

Use a sharp white pencil on darker fabrics
and a lead pencil on lighter ones. Remember that
as you are working on the right side the stitches
will have to cover the pencil marks, so mark
carefully or use an autofade pen.

The width of silk showing around the design
can be varied according to taste. For a narrow
border leave about 3mm between the edge of 
the pattern and the marked square for a wider
border leave up to 7mm.

Set the tension correctly on the machine so
that the lower thread does not show on the top
surface of the fabric.

Take the marked square of silk and the square
of calico and place them together into the
machine with the silk right side up and on top.
Stitch the outermost part of the design first and
work towards the centre stitching through both
layers. 

When stitching corners in zig-zag make sure
the needle begins and ends it’s swing at the outer

edge of the corner so
you get a solid line
along the corner as
shown by the darker
lines in the diagram.

If you are using a
hard decorative object
which needs stitching
or gluing onto the 
fabric such as the star
or shisha it should be
added later rather 
than now.

Mark a 6-7cm
square centrally on 
the back of the second
piece of silk and make
a large diagonal slit in
it as shown. Place the 

Above: I have stitched the central motif in this design, it
is bordered by two rows of narrow zig-zag stitches. The
outer border is two wider rows of zig-zag with a row of
straight stitches in between them.

Left: The outer border is blanket stitch then a row of
straight stitch, this is followed by three rows of zig-zag
bordering a shisha.
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two silk squares together with right sides facing and
stitch round on the marked line.

Turn the design right side out by pulling the front
piece through the slit in the back piece, push a rounded
tapestry needle or a fairly blunt pencil into the corners
to help push them out. Glue or stitch any hard decora-
tive objects onto the front panel now.

Stitch a loop onto the top of the diamond from the
back taking care not to stitch through the front layer as
well, I use different kinds of beads, braids or threads
for this purpose which adds variety.

Stitch a large tassel to the lower point of the dia-
mond from the back as before. If you can’t get hold of
large tassels why not make your own from thread. This
way you can get a real-
ly good match by using
the same threads as you
stitch the design with. I
often like to use metal
in the diamond and a
matching colour metal-
lic thread in the tassel.

Simply make a bun-
dle of threads and tie in
the centre with a piece
of cord. Leave the ends
of the cord long enough
to fasten onto the dia-
mond. Fold both sides
of the bundle down
and tie with a piece of
the same thread
to hold them
and form the
top of the tassel.

Glue the
finished dia-
mond onto the
card at the cen-
tre only so it
will be easy to
remove as they
make lovely
keepsakes.

Above: Four rows of zig-zag in different widths
around a central motif which has been cut from
an old drink can and stitched on.

Below: The outer border is blanket stitched. Then
three rows of zig-zag make up the inner border
with a pretty shisha in the centre.

Right: 
Rows of blanket
stitch make the
border with stars
at the corners. 
An old drink can
has been used to
make the centre
piece.
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  Letters
Here is another selection of your lovely letters

and pictures of your work. Please continue to send
in all your comments on any craft related subject
and of course on the magazine as we always enjoy
reading them.

Leamington Spa, Warwickshire, CV32

Dear Craft Creations,

I run a quilling workshop in Stonleigh and have 58 members, some coming
from as far away as: Oxford, Banbury, Rugby, Market Harborough,
Kettering, Stratford upon Avon, Birmingham, Tamworth, Coventry and
Kenilworth. I demonstrate a new card each month and rely on your 
magazine for quilling articles or ideas to spark off something which 
I can translate into quilling. Thank you for a wonderful magazine.

Gwen Neville.

We are pleased to inspire you but what a pity you didn’t send us an example 
or two so other readers could see some of your work.

Salisbury, Wiltshire, SP5

Dear Jenny & Paul Kearley and Jane,

As soon as I get my copy of the new magazine every-
thing grinds to a halt as I hurriedly open it up to see
what goodies are in store for me before settling down
with it properly when I have time. 

Last year when I was trying to hit upon a new idea 
for making cards, I decided on horoscopes using the
constellations. When I opened my next magazine the
first thing I saw were the constellations cards - just
what I was looking for, how do you do it?

I also enjoy using the peel off sticker designs, they
make the cards look very professional. Good wishes 
for the year 2001.

Mrs A. Matthews.

Watford, Hertfordshire, WD24

Dear Everyone,

I am an old customer of yours (in both senses of the
word) and recently had to order a replacement copy of
issue Number One. I was so pleased with this magazine
I showed it to a friend who was equally intrigued - 
I haven’t seen it since!

Dorothy Moore.

West Bridgford, Nottinghamshire, NG2

Dear Craft Creations,

I love looking through the gallery section of the 
magazine and thought I would send you this card. 
It was inspired by two gallery cards
in different issues of the magazine.
One is shown in issue 4 and is by
Janet Waterhouse and the other is
in issue 16 and is by Gay Wagstaff.

Mrs Frost.

Surbiton, Surrey, KT6

Dear Craft Creations,

I was really delighted when my husband gave me twelve
back issues of the Craft Creations magazine. I opened
one a day over the festive period, savouring each one,
what a treat!

I particularly enjoyed making the pandas in issue 2, 
and have been busy making a few others. I’ve done 
the folded star and quilling card in issue 2, I’ve cross
stitched the hearts in issue 8 and découpaged the
teddies in issues 3 and 1. The deepest sympathy 
cross stitch card in issue 5 was made in an evening 
for my lace teacher who recently lost her husband.

As you can see I love making cards and new ideas of 
my own often spring from looking at other cards.

Daniele Harris.

Port Talbot, West Glamorgan, SA12

Dear Craft Creations,

For years I have been interested in 3D découpage making framed 
pictures and calendars. In early 1999 I was asked if I would be willing 
to spend one day a week working as a volunteer at a day centre for 
cancer patients, teaching découpage.

The patients are coming along in leaps and bounds, they just love making
pictures. When we started preparations for our Christmas fayre we 

had to think of ideas that we could sell at 
a reasonable price. We decided on cards
along with some other items. The cards
sold really well and you can guess what we
will be making for our next Christmas fayre.

I have enclosed a wedding card with
découpage bells attached to a coaster,
with peel off stickers and sequins 
decorating the border.

Andrea Thomas.

Wareham, Dorset, BH20

Dear Craft Mag,

I thought you might like to see what my nursery school class and
sunday school did with your lovely 3D Christmas découpage paper
(with a little help from the grown-ups).

Many thanks for such a lovely 
mag, I enjoy it very much.

Mrs P. Matthews.

We love the way you have cleverly 
used three of the four nativity 
découpage paper designs, mixing 
them together to create a larger 
scene. The brown cut paper frame 
is a nice touch and sets the design 
off really well.
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Left: 
Rosalind 
Scott, 
Co. Durham. 
Felt collage
toadstool
mounted
into a small
card.
Right: 
Judy 
Knopp, 
London. 
A paper
rosebud on 
a mulberry
paper back-
ground.

Below: R. Williams, Hampshire. 
I have ruled lines onto the card to make squares and then
decorated them with corrugated paper, stickers, sequins,
lace and feathers.

Above: 
Nora Egan,
Selkirkshire. 
A delicate 3D
découpage design
made using 
silicone adhesive,
the wording and
numbers are peel
off stickers.
Centre: 
E. Davis, London.
This card is made
by mounting 
an old birthday
card which I 
particularly liked
into an aperture
card.

Above: Jean Hull, West Sussex. 
A pressed flower arrangement
covered with matt thermaseal
and decorated with a bow.

Below: Sue Williamson, Cheadle. Rubber stamp
design cut out and mounted with pads onto
sponged card and decorated with stick on stars.

Right: S. Carlyon, Cornwall. 
A brightly coloured glass painting
mounted onto a crumpled foil 
background for added sparkle.
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Right: Christine Townsend, Warwickshire.
Goldfish design cut from a wallpaper border.
Below: Pat Yeo, Somerset. The sun motif was
cut from fabric and I have added peel off 
stickers for the greeting and stars.

Below: Pamela Payne, Hampshire.
The paper used for this teabag card is my
own design. I have trimmed this with a
silk flower and added sequin wording.

Above: B. Yates, Lancashire. 
3D découpage made using mini pics
and mounted into an aperture card. 
The edges are outlined with gold pen.

Centre: Laura Poulter, Shropshire.
This design began as a watercolour painted 
by myself. I scanned it into my computer and
printed it out to make the card.
Below: Peggy Guest, Worcestershire.
The flowers are made from parchment col-
oured with pearl paints. The bells are holo-
graphic card trimmed with beads and ribbon.

Above: J. Heap, Norfolk.
This cheeky chick is made from em-
broidery thread.
Below: Jenny Reason, Spain. 
Mary and her sheep are made with 
a ‘punch needle’ and the wording is 
rubber stamped onto the card.



Above: Jean Ormrod, Dorset. 
Quilled bouquet, the larger blue and white flow-
ers are made from the inside of old envelopes
and the aperture is bordered with braid.
Right: Angela
Greenwood, Milton
Keynes. Encaustic wax
landscape background.
The sun is also wax
painted then cut out
and stuck in place. The
tree and clouds are cut
from black paper.
Below: Sue Williamson,
Cheshire. Rubber
stamped and embossed
panel mounted onto a
square of plastic lace
and torn paper.
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Below: Cynthia Hardy, Essex. Ballerina design
embossed and painted on parchment paper, the
aperture is trimmed with lace.

Above: Stephanie Cox, Southampton. 
Fabric background decorated with pressed
leaves and flowers.
Left: Enid Lycett, Warwickshire. 
Sticker and glass paint design using a hand cut
aperture and trimmed with a strip of gold.

Above: Margaret Hinder, Essex.
Blue kraft paper tie decorated
with drips of paint and mount-
ed onto torn mulberry paper.

Centre: Mary Gibson, Bristol. 
A rubber stamped and em-
bossed car which I have cut
closely round and mounted
onto a panel cut from an old
road map.
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Left: Pamela Haigh, Derbyshire. The
frog and leaves are cut from thin card.
The mouth is slit to allow a name tag to
be added making a personal greeting.

Above: Chris Moses, Essex. Rubber stamped
dinosaurs and pretty pastel colours have
been used to make this child’s birthday card.
Below: Mrs B. Burling-Perkins, Essex. 
Strips of mulberry paper have been used to
make the blue stripes on the scarf with a
rubber stamped football.

Above: 
Claire Williams, Cheshire.
The ballet shoes are cross stitched onto 
a soft fabric with a glittery silver thread
running through it.

Below right: 
Lizzi Coope, Norfolk.
The main design uses
our 3D découpage
paper doll with the
background cut away.
This stripey
background is
an offcut of
wallpaper and
tiny rubber
stamped pic-
tures with
string frames
have been
added to it
enhancing the
3D effect.
Below: 
Mrs Beeforth,
Cleveland.
Small parcel
tags strung
together with
letters drawn
onto them 
and a peel off
sticker border.

Centre: 
Marilyn Trickey,
Surrey.
A birthday card with
a very modern
theme - a mobile
phone with a text
birthday message in
the display.
Left: Millie
Groves, Devon.
Birthday card
with hand cut
balloons and
wrapped parcels
tied with string.
The stylish bal-
loon strings are
very finely cut
from holograph-
ic foil and the
greeting is a
Happy Birthday
sequin.
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